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Flight experience on DC10 pilots Martinair crash at Faro airport 

Did the pilots of flight MP495 have sufficient flight experience on a DC-10 for landing on Faro airport 

in the then trying conditions? The weather was bad and even in the best of situations the runway of 

Faro-airport was relatively short for a heavy plane as a DC10. 

A Dutch newspaper published on March 11, 1993 an article based on an assumption of the 

Portuguese investigators. The investigators had the theory ‘that the Captain (pilot non flying) wanted 

to use the bad weather conditions at the airport for the First Officer (pilot flying) to gain practical 

experience’. 

Addition by ten Hove, based on the investigation report: the Captain was also an instructor on the DC-

10. The First Officer only has landed only once (in 1990 as part of his training) on Faro airport. Could it 

the be possible that the captain was triggered into a natural teaching reflex due to the trying flight 

situation? 

Martin Schröder, founder and then president of Martinair, reacted in the newspaper article to the 

assumption of the Portuguese investigators with ‘it is nonsense that the First Officer would have too 

little flight experience: he had thousands of flying hours on a DC10.’ 

According to the investigation report the Captain had approximately 1.500 hours flight experience on 

a DC-10. The First Officer had almost 1.800 hours of flight experience, with the added remark ‘Pilot 

Flying 860:45. 

Combined the Captain and First Officer had approximately 3.300 hours experience on a DC-10. This 

combined total reflects better the by Mr. Schröder mentioned ‘thousands of flying hours’. 

Remarkable: the Captain had less experience of a Dc10 than the First Officer. 

Besides this, ‘flying hours’ do not mean that much to me. On holiday pictures I saw that we flew with 

the Anthony Ruys, the name of the crashed plane, to the USA. Hours flying above the ocean also 

count as hours flight experience. Whether pilots gain relevant experience during during these hours, I 

doubt very much. 

Furthermore I am more interested in experience with total number of landings. Especially in landings 

in trying circumstances, comparable to the situation at the time of the crash. The investigation report 

does not provide this information. 

I hope that the independent investigators, appointed in 2015 by the The Hague court, also look into 

the flight and landing experience of the pilots. 

 

Another related matter for the independent investigators to possibly look into is the Cockpit 

Resource Management at the time of the crash.  

I know it is circumstantial, but in August 1998 there was a huge unrest among Martinair pilots 

because of the heavy workload due to a shortage of pilots. This shortage was caused by pilots not be 

able to fly because of the backlog in multi day Cockpit Resource Management training that was being 

caught up. 

 

Next two pages: from the investigation report the flight experience of the pilots. 
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